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Simple, safe, and effective herbal remedies for women of all ages. For centuries women have
turned to herbs to cope with a wide variety of health problems and conditions. Comprehensive
and easy-to-use, Herbal Healing for Women explains how to create remedies—including teas,
tinctures, salves, and ointments—for the common disorders that arise in the different cycles of a
woman's life. Covering adolescence, childbearing years, pregnancy and childbirth, and
menopause, Rosemary Gladstar teaches how herbs can be used to treat the symptoms of
conditions such as acne, PMS, morning sickness, and hot flashes. A complete women's healthcare manual, Herbal Healing for Women discusses: -common disorders and the herbs that are
effective for treating them -how to select and store herbs -preparation of hundreds of herbal
remedies -an alphabetical listing of herbs, including a brief description of the herb, the general
medicinal usage, and when necessary, warnings about potential side effects. By explaining the
properties of specific herbs and the art of preparation, Rosemary Gladstar demonstrates not
only how to achieve healing through herbs but good health as well.
Enjoy a thriving, fragrant herb garden and use your harvest to bring beauty, flavor, and health
to your everyday life. Tammi Hartung provides in-depth profiles of 101 popular herbs, including
information on seed selection, planting, maintenance, harvesting, and drying. Hartung also
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how to use your herbs in a variety of foods, home remedies, body care products,
and crafts. Whether you’re a seasoned herbalist or planting your first garden, Homegrown
Herbs will inspire you to get the most out of your herbs.
Craft a soothing aloe lotion after an encounter with poison ivy, make a dandelion-burdock
tincture to fix sluggish digestion, and brew up some lavender-lemon balm tea to ease a
stressful day. In this introductory guide, Rosemary Gladstar shows you how easy it can be to
make your own herbal remedies for life’s common ailments. Gladstar profiles 33 common
healing plants and includes advice on growing, harvesting, preparing, and using herbs in
healing tinctures, oils, and creams. Stock your medicine cabinet full of all-natural, low-cost
herbal preparations.
With a focus on herbal medicine and first-aid essentials, former Green Beret medic and clinical
herbalist Sam Coffman presents this comprehensive home reference on medical emergency
preparedness for times when professional medical care is unavailable. Herbal Medic covers
first-aid essentials, such how to assess a situation and a person in need of treatment and
distinguish between illness and injury, as well as how to prepare and use herbs when there is
no access to conventional medical treatment. In addition, the book provides a basic
introduction to herbal medicine, with detailed entries on the best herbs to use in treatment;
information on disease in the body and how herbs work against it; instructions for making
herbal preparations; a list of those herbs the author has found most useful in his clinical
experience; and a wide array of specific herbal care protocols for a multitude of acute health
issues. This publication conforms to the EPUB Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level
AA.
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vibrant health and radiant beauty, soothe everyday ailments, and ease persistent
stress with these simple, natural cures for everything from dry skin and infant colic to cold
symptoms and insomnia. Renowned herbalist Rosemary Gladstar provides 175 proven
therapies and herbal remedies that are easy to prepare and safe enough for children. Offering
a potent and effective alternative to commercial pharmaceuticals, Gladstar will inspire you to
nurture yourself and those you love with nature’s healing herbs.
For more than 30 years, best-selling author and popular herbalist Rosemary Gladstar has been
touting the health benefits of fire cider — a spicy blend of apple cider vinegar, onion, ginger,
horseradish, garlic, and other immune-boosting herbs. Her original recipe, inspired by
traditional cider vinegar remedies, has given rise to dozens of fire cider formulations created by
fans of the tonic who use it to address everyday ills, from colds and flu to leg cramps and
hangovers. Fire Cider! is a lively collection of 101 recipes contributed by more than 70 herbal
enthusiasts, with energizing versions ranging from Black Currant Fire Cider to Triple Goddess
Vinegar, Fire Cider Dark Moonshine, and Bloody Mary Fire Cider. Colorful asides, including
tribute songs and amusing anecdotes, capture Gladstar’s passionate desire to pass along the
fire cider tradition.
Just outside your doorstep or kitchen window, hidden beneath a tall pine tree or twining
through porch latticework, a wild and weedy apothecary waits to be discovered. Herbalist
Doreen Shababy shares her deep, abiding love for the earth and its gifts in this collection of
herbal wisdom that represents a lifetime of work in the forest, field, and kitchen. This herbalism
guidebook is jam-packed with dozens of tasty recipes and natural remedies, including Glorious
Garlic and Artichoke Dip, Sunny Oatmeal Crepes, Candied Catnip Leaves, Lavender
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Lemonade,
Roseberry Tea, Garlic Tonic, Parsnip Hair Conditioner, and Dream Charms made
with Mugwort. A sampling of the herbal lore, legend, and instruction found within these pages:
The difference between sweet-faced flowers and flowers with attitude How to assemble a wellstocked pantry The importance of gratitude Plant-spirit communication basics How to use local
wild herbs How to make poultices, teas, tinctures, balms, and extracts Praise: "Those who dare
delve into this book may emerge with catnip on their breath, mud on their knees, wild fruit
juices on their hands, and a mysterious, satisfied smile—the very image of a wild and weedy
woman. Come on!"—Susun S. Weed, wild woman herbalist
This “deep excursion into the heart of herbalism” pulls back the curtain on centuries of herbal
medicine and offers an inventory of useful plants for the modern herb gardener or
homesteader (Rosemary Gladstar) Traditional herbalists or wise women were not only good
botanists or pharmacologists; they were also shamanic practitioners and keepers of occult
knowledge about the powerful properties of plants. Traveling back to the healing arts of the
ancient Egyptians, Greeks, and Romans, The Herbal Lore of Wise Women and Wortcunners
takes readers deep into this world, through the leechcraft of heathen society and witches’ herb
bundles to the cloister gardens of the Middle Ages. It also examines herbal medicine today in
the traditional Chinese apothecary, the Indian ayurvedic system, homeopathy, and Native
American medicine. Balancing the mystical with the practical, author Wolf Storl explains how to
become an herbalist, from collecting material to distilling and administering medicines. He
includes authoritative advice on herb gardening, as well as a holistic inventory of plants used
for purposes both benign and malign, from herbs for cooking, healing, beauty, and body care
to psychedelic plants, witches’ salves for opening alternative realities, and poisonous herbs
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induce madness or cause death. Storl also describes traditional “women’s plants”
and their uses: dyeing cloth, spinning and weaving, or whipping up love potions. The Herbal
Lore of Wise Women and Wortcunners is written for professional and amateur herbalists as
well as gardeners, urban homesteaders, and plantspeople interested in these rich ancient
traditions.

Look great, smell wonderful, and feel good as you make your own homemade
natural body care products. In this Storey BASICS® guide to holistic beauty,
Rosemary Gladstar shares more than 30 simple recipes for cleansers,
moisturizers, and creams comprised of essential oils and herbs. Make unique
shampoos for lustrous, fragrant hair and learn Gladstar’s amazing five-step
system for glowing skin. Skip the harsh commercial ingredients and use nature’s
closet to keep your body healthy and beautiful.
JJ Pursell, the bestselling author of The Herbal Apothecary, is back with a
complete, one-stop resource for herbal remedies that heal and nurture the whole
family. Master Recipes from the Herbal Apothecary offers safe, trusted natural
remedies written by a board certified naturopathic physician. It starts with master
recipes for tinctures, salves, teas, capsules, oils washes, and more. Once you
understand how to make these basic formulations, you can access the more than
375 specific recipes that address a range of health concerns from the common
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cold and headaches to insomnia and digestive issues. Comprehensive,
thoroughly researched, and beautifully packaged, Master Recipes from the
Herbal Apothecary you be your guide for a more natural path toward sustained
health and wellness.
Details how to create a natural first-aid kit using herbs such as chamomile,
echinacea, and garlic
Provides effective herbal remedies for a chlid's health and care
Rosemary Gladstar's Herbal Recipes for Vibrant Health175 Teas, Tonics, Oils,
Salves, Tinctures, and Other Natural Remedies for the Entire FamilyStorey
Publishing
Best-selling author Rosemary Gladstar, long known for her outstanding recipes,
now customizes her expertise for men. Dozens of delicious and simple formulas
address men’s most common health concerns — including sexual vitality,
prostate well-being, and heart health. An A-to-Z compendium of these ailments
details how to effectively treat them using a variety of safe and easy natural
remedies. In-depth profiles of 29 herbs explain how men will benefit from each
and suggest uses and accessible preparation tips. This handy guidebook for men
— and the women who love them — provides a helpful introduction to this crucial,
but often-overlooked, aspect of natural wellness.
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That's not a weed--it's herbal medicine! Learn to use wild plants and herbs for
food and DIY remedies in this illustrated guide from two expert herbalists. Millions
of people are interested in natural and holistic health, yet many are missing out
on the key ingredient: Nature itself! Rekindle your connection with the earth as
you craft your own herbal medicine with 75 delicious recipes and powerful
healing remedies. Herbalists Rosalee de la Forêt and Emily Han expertly guide
you through the benefits of two dozen of the most important and commonly found
wild plants-many of which you can easily grow in your own garden, if foraging
isn't right for you. Detailed illustrations and beautiful photography ensure that you
won't make a plant-identification misstep as you learn how to tend and properly
harvest the plant medicine growing right in your own neighborhood. After reading
Wild Remedies, you'll never look at your backyard, a public park, or any green
space in the same way again. Instead of "weeds," you'll see delicious foods like
Dandelion Maple Syrup Cake, Nettle Frittata, and Chickweed Pesto. You will
revel in nature's pharmacy as you make herbal oils, salves, teas, and many more
powerful remedies in your own kitchen.
For more than 30 years, best-selling author and popular herbalist Rosemary
Gladstar has been touting the health benefits of fire cider — a spicy blend of apple
cider vinegar, onion, ginger, horseradish, garlic, and other immune-boosting
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herbs. Her original recipe, inspired by traditional cider vinegar remedies, has
given rise to dozens of fire cider formulations created by fans of the tonic who
use it to address everyday ills, from colds and flu to leg cramps and hangovers.
Fire Cider! is a lively collection of 101 recipes contributed by more than 70 herbal
enthusiasts, with energizing versions ranging from Black Currant Fire Cider to
Triple Goddess Vinegar, Fire Cider Dark Moonshine, and Bloody Mary Fire Cider.
Colorful asides, including tribute songs and amusing anecdotes, capture
Gladstar’s passionate desire to pass along the fire cider tradition. This
publication conforms to the EPUB Accessibility specification at WCAG 2.0 Level
AA.
Expert herbalist Maria Noël Groves has advice for budding herb gardeners: grow just what
your body needs! In Grow Your Own Herbal Remedies, Groves provides 23 specially tailored
garden plans for addressing the most common health needs, along with simple recipes for
using each group of herbs. For chronic stomach problems, marshmallow, plantain, rose,
fennel, and calendula make the perfect medicine, with recipes for tummy tea and gut-healing
broth. Whether the need is for headache relief, immune support, stress relief, or a daily tonic,
readers will learn the three to six herbs that are most effective and how to plant, harvest, and
care for each one. In all of Groves’s plant suggestions, the emphasis is on safe, effective,
easy-to-grow herbs that provide abundant harvests and can be planted in containers or garden
beds.
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Gladstar, one of the world's foremost herbalists, shows you how to create your own
all-natural first-aid kit, customized to your family's particular needs. With her concise, simple
instructions, you'll learn how to make healing teas, syrups, salves, pills, and baths to safely and
effectively treat common ailments, such as colds, flus, sore throats, burns, cuts, headaches,
heartburn, digestive problems, and more.
Herbal Tintctures Recioe book for Beginners offers safe, trusted natural remedies written by a
board-certified naturopathic physician. It starts with what you need to know about tinctures,
recipes salves, teas, capsules, oils, washes, and more. Once you understand how to make
these basic formulations, you can access the more than 375 specific recipes that address a
range of health concerns from the common cold and headaches to insomnia and digestive
issues. Comprehensive, thoroughly researched, and beautifully packaged, Herbal Tincture
Recipe Book is more like your go-to guide for sustained health and wellness.It may seem as if
you are a little late to join in th? g?m?, but if like me you're becoming ?b?????d w?th m?k?ng
your ?wn herbal r?m?d???. It'? better not to doubt the possibility that th?? w?uld w?rk or that
you poo-poo ?n?th?ng ?th?r th?n W??t?rn medicine. This recipe book will give you t?m? t?
figure it ?ut. Th?n you can get yourself a m?d???n?l herb g?rd?n k?t for -gradually you are on
your way to starting up. Wh?l? you may like herbal teas, ??ru??, and salves, it good to note
th?t t?n?tur?? g?v? the most b?ng f?r any h?rb?l bu?k. Th??'r? incredibly easy t? m?k?, easy to
t?k?, ?nd h?ghl? ??n??ntr?t?d, ?? a little g??? a l?ng w??. H?r?'? h?w to make them, when t?
use th?m, ?nd ??m? simple r?????? t? get ??u ?t?rt?d with th? process.
Did you know there’s a powerful herbal medicine chest in your kitchen? Imagine being
prepared for that next cold, scrape, headache, digestive issue, stressful day, or sleepless night
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with simple
ingredients from your cupboard. Instead of pills, reach for: Cinnamon Tea to soothe
your throat . . . Garlic Hummus to support your immune system . . . Ginger Lemon Tea for cold
and flu symptoms . . . Cayenne Salve to relieve sore muscles . . . Cardamom Chocolate
Mousse Cake for heart health . . . A glass of Spiced Cold Brew Coffee as a powerful
antioxidant . . . Alchemy of Herbs will show you how to transform common ingredients into
foods and remedies that heal. What were once everyday flavorings will become your personal
kitchen apothecary. While using herbs can often seem complicated or costly, this book offers a
way to learn that’s as simple and inexpensive as cooking dinner. With the guidance of
herbalist Rosalee de la Forêt, you’ll understand how to match the properties of each plant to
your own unique needs, for a truly personalized approach to health for you and your family. In
addition to offering dozens of inspiring recipes, Rosalee examines the history and modern-day
use of 29 popular herbs, supporting their healing properties with both scientific studies and indepth research into herbal energetics. Grow your knowledge of healing herbs and spices, and
start using nature’s pharmacy to feed, heal, and nurture your whole family!
Considered the mother of modern herbalism in North America, Gladstar shares her knowledge
and enthusiasm for herbs in this easy-to-understand book with tried-and-true advice for health
and energy. Photos.
Reclaim the healing arts for your family and community. This comprehensive manual explores
the cultivation, preparation, and use of medicinal plants and our relationship to them, and
provides guidance for the aspiring herbalist.
Rosemary Gladstar shows you how to enhance your well-being in middle age and beyond
using herbal remedies that effectively and safely promote vitality. With in-depth profiles of 22
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herbs, preparation instructions, and dosage guidelines, you’ll discover how you can
use astragalus to regenerate your body’s immune system, bilberry to ease eye problems, and
milk thistle to rebuild damaged liver cells. You’ll be amazed at how herbal treatments can help
support your nervous system, activate your metabolism, and keep your bones and joints
healthy.
Freshly blended herbal teas offer more healing power than do pre-packaged tea bags. In
Healing Herbal Teas, master herbalist and author Sarah Farr serves up 101 original recipes
that not only offer health advantages but also taste great. Formulations to benefit each body
system and promote well-being include Daily Adrenal Support, Inflammation Reduction, and
Digestive Tonic. Additional recipes that address seasonal needs such as allergy relief or
immune support will attune you to the cycles of nature, while instruction on the art of tea
blending will teach you how to develop your own signature mixtures to give your body exactly
what it needs. This book is an enchanting and delectable guide to blending and brewing powerpacked herbal teas at home.
One of America's foremost herbalists provides concise, simple-to-understand, and practical
information for using herbs for health and well-being. Each book contains profiles of specific
herbs, cautions, contraindications, and easy-to-make recipes to relieve common ailments.
In this Storey BASICS® guide, best-selling author and master herbalist Rosemary Gladstar
shows you how to use 56 common herbs to safely address a wide range of everyday ailments.
Covering everything from burns, wounds, and bruises to headaches, congestion, and
insomnia, Gladstar offers dozens of easy-to-make recipes for herbal remedies that will soothe
your woes without the harsh ingredients found in commercial pharmaceuticals. Keep your
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family happy,
healthy, and safe with the natural healing power of herbs.
Treat stress, anxiety, depression, and more with simple herbal remedies that calm your mind,
build a healthy nervous system, and promote lasting peace. In this informative guide,
renowned herbalist Rosemary Gladstar profiles 21 herbs proven to be effective at soothing
common ailments like insomnia, panic attacks, skin conditions, and migraines. With simple
directions for making herbal mixtures that can be used in delicious teas, tinctures, and
capsules, Gladstar shows you how to harness the power of nature to achieve a more relaxed
and fulfilling life.
Herbs are a gift from nature. They not only help to create aromatic and delicious food, they
also support overall health and wellness. Using dried and fresh herbs in your cooking boosts
your intake of vitamins and minerals, improves digestion, strengthens immunity, and increases
energy. Using plants as medicine is an ancient and powerful tradition that connects you to the
earth, helps treat common ailments, promote restful sleep, relaxation, and more. Whether you
are already familiar with herbs or are just starting out on the herbal path, The Herbal Kitchen
offers recipes for everyone. Mix up refreshing drinks, infuse oil, vinegar and honey; and learn
how to make tinctures and cordials, salts, sprinkles, and more.
Provides a holistic program for health and longevity using herbal foods, supplements, and
formulas
Voted one of the Top 10 books in 2000 by the Vermont Book Publishers Association. A
collective endeavor by United Plant Savers, featuring America's most respected and wellknown herbalists. Contributors include Don Babineau, Tim Blakley, Mark Blumenthal, Jane
Bothwell, Stephen Harrod Buhner, David Bunting, Richo Cech, Tane Datta, Shatoiya and Rick
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de la Tour,
Ryan Drum, Doug Elliott, Steven Foster, Cascade Anderson Geller, Kate Gilday,
Rosemary Gladstar, James Green, Pamela Hirsch, Christopher Hobbs, Sara Katz, Kathi
Keville, Robyn Klein, Richard Liebmann, Brigitte Mars, Pam Montgomery, Nancy and Michael
Phillips, Janice J. Schofield, Joanne Marie Snow, Deb Soule, Paul Strauss, Gregory L. Tilford,
Krista Thie, Susun S. Weed, David Winston, Martin Wall, Matthew Wood. While the
renaissance in the U.S. botanical market is positive in many respects, medicinal plant
populations are suffering from loss of habitat and overharvesting, and many bestselling herbs
are now at risk including echinacea, American ginseng, goldenseal, Hawaiian wild kava, and
wild yam. The authors share their extensive experience with using and growing thirty-three of
these popular herbs and include suggestions for creating your own private herbal
sanctuary--whether a city balcony, suburban backyard, or rural retreat. Full-color photographs
will inspire experienced and novice herb users alike to protect and cultivate these remarkable
healing plants. Readers will also find out how to use herbal analogues for at-risk plants--other
medicinal herbs that provide the same benefits and exist in plentiful amounts--and learn ways
to make their herbal purchases a vote for sustainability. Planting the Future shows us how we
can participate in the land stewardship, habitat protection, and eco-friendly consumption that
will ensure an abundant, renewable supply of medicinal plants for future generations. All author
royalties will be used for replanting native medicinal herbs on a 370-acre botanical sanctuary in
Ohio.
Herbs are quite literally everywhere; it is only our ability to recognise their value that has been
lost. Vicky and Kim explore the traditional uses of herbs combined with a modern and scientific
understanding of a truly holistic approach so that you can use herbs to treat ailments and
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your general wellbeing. The book contains fascinating information about herbs and
with suggestions of what each herb can be used for. Did you know that daisies infused in oil
can be used to reduce bruises? That roses can help grieving and anxiety? Or that elderflower
cordial can bring down a temperature? There is also an introduction to each of the body's
systems (nervous, respiratory etc.) and which herbs are best for treatments. And of course, the
book is peppered with vinegars, balms, oils, tinctures, creams, lotions and syrups to create
your own little herbal health kit. Vicky and Kim also encourage people to reconnect with their
local environment in addition to growing herbs in their gardens or windowsills. An allencompassing guide for the beginner, The Handmade Apothecary is filled with guidance,
useful tips and tried-and-tested recipes that will inspire people to make their own remedies.
All over the world, people are turning toward homeopathic and alternative medicines. Essential
Oils for Healing is an easy-to-use guide for anyone who wants to learn how to use essential
oils to heal a multitude of ills. Ailments are listed in alphabetical order and are accompanied by
hundreds of recipes you can re-create at home using the essential oils at your disposal. Tips
on safe handling and usage, contraindications, and storage ensure that even the most novice
of essential oils user can get the healing benefits from our planet's natural resources. Did you
know that a few drops of lavender oil can be added to your kids' shampoo to protect them from
head lice? Or that a drop of clove oil mixed with orange oil can relieve a mind-numbing
toothache? Common, everyday problems such as nausea, dry skin, and insect bites to more
serious issues like migraines and arthritis are included along with all-natural remedies that are
simple and accessible.
This updated edition of The Village Herbalist provides a complete guide to the art and practice
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as well as an introduction to the herbalist's role in family and community life.
Inspirational profiles of practicing herbalists from across the country add a human touch to the
authors' wealth of practical herbal knowledge. The Herbalist's Way includes time-honored
healing wisdom from many cultures, as well as information on: • Roles and responsibilities of
herbalists in their communities • Herbal workshops, conferences, and education centers •
Growing, drying, and preparing medicinal herbs • Learning to listen to clients and recommend
holistic treatments for healing and continued wellness • Licensing, marketing, and other legal
and business issues facing modern herbalists • Comprehensive resources and suggestions for
building your herbal library
Herbalists, naturopaths, plantspeople, witches, and natural healers will love the empowering
information, engaging stories, and heartfelt meditations and rituals of natural herbal medicines
in this book. Nominated as a Herbal Book of the Year by the International Herb Association,
The Gift of Healing Herbs by well-respected urban herbalist Robin Rose Bennett offers readers
who want to take charge of their health an immersion into a myriad ways to use plant-based
remedies to care for themselves and others on physical, emotional, and spiritual levels. With
more than 180 easy-to-follow recipes informed by the wisdom that physical and spiritual
healing are inextricably intertwined, The Gift of Healing Herbs explores herbology as the
"people's medicine", freely available to all, and as a powerful yet gentle way to heal body,
mind, heart, and soul. The book is divided into three parts: the first part examines health and
the causes of illness; the second part comprises a reference of all the physical systems of the
body and the common and not-so-common herbs for tonifying them; and the third part contains
recipes for teas, brews, and instructions for incorporating herbs into our daily lives. The
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of recipes for herbal preparations in this book—accompanied by prayers, meditations,
and rituals—offer spiritual and physical insights into the relationship between our body systems
and the elements, Earth, Air, Fire and Water, thus helping the reader explore and experience
the interconnection of all things in the web of life. Filled with personal stories, case histories,
and elements of personal memoir, The Gift of Healing Herbs is equal parts inspiration and
instruction drawn from the author's life and decades spent teaching and practicing herbal
medicine in a spiritual, earth-based, nondogmatic style. The author explores how one's
personal story turns into one's embodied physicality and ultimately reveals individual unique
paths of healing for each reader. From the Trade Paperback edition.
A resource organized by body system lists the key herbal remedies available, their uses and
cautionary advice, in a book that includes full-color photos, a glossary and several thematic
indexes.
Natural Healing Wisdom & Know-How gathers useful and fascinating information on every
practice of natural health and healing in one handy volume. This new edition, with a smaller
trim, includes all the must-have information from the original edition including chapters on
herbal healing, naturopathy, homeopathy, Eastern medicine, energy healing, mind-body
healing, and healing with foods. Information within these chapters includes various methods
and techniques for managing and curing hundreds of ailments, as well as for maintaining a
healthy constitution year-round.The content is culled from dozens of the most respected books
and authors on the topics of natural and alternative health and healing. A special index of
ailments and symptoms appears at the front of the book to guide readers to useful methods
and techniques for managing specific issues and problems. Included are hundreds of blackPage 16/17
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illustrations and photographs as well as lists, tables, resources, and step-by-step
instructions.
Treat stress, anxiety, depression, and more with simple herbal remedies that calm your mind,
build a healthy nervous system, and promote lasting peace. In this informative guide,
renowned herbalist Rosemary Gladstar profiles 21 herbs proven to be effective at soothing
common ailments like insomnia, panic attacks, skin conditions, and migraines. With simple
directions for making herbal mixtures that can be used in delicious teas, tinctures, and
capsules, Gladstar shows you how to harness the power of nature to achieve a more relaxed
and fulfilling life. Ê
Herbal remedies can provide safe and effective treatment for common childhood ailments
ranging from diaper rash and teething to sore throats and conjunctivitis. In this Storey
BASICS® guide, Rosemary Gladstar shows you how to prepare soothing salves, syrups,
tablets, and teas that support children’s health. With simple instructions, clear dosage
guidelines, and in-depth profiles of 24 medicinal herbs, you’ll soon be confidently easing your
child’s achy flu with some hibiscus tea and using the healing properties of nettles to combat
bouts of hay fever.
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